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REVIVING YOUR EQUIPMENT : REFURBISHMENT SERVICES

Industris CC's Laboratory and Pilot Plant Equipment Refurbishment Services
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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to Industris CC, we are proud to launch our new division of our
company that specializes in Laboratory and Pilot Plant Equipment
refurbishment. Our team of experienced engineers and technicians are
dedicated to providing quality refurbishment services for a wide range of l

As we know, equipment breakdowns can be frustrating and expensive, which is
why we offer cost-effective refurbishment solutions to ensure that your
equipment is restored to its optimal condition. With state-of-the-art technology
and equipment, we guarantee that our refurbishment services will extend the
lifespan of your equipment and ensure that it continues to function efficiently.

REGAIN CONFIDENCE IN YOUR EQUIPMENT!

NEW DIVISION OF INDUSTRIS CC
REFURBISHMENT OF LABORATORY AND PILOT PLANT EQUIPMENT
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WHY
REFURBISHMENT?
Laboratory and pilot plant equipment plays a critical role in various
industries, including Pharmaceuticals, Chemicals, and Biotechnology. 

These industries rely on sophisticated equipment to conduct research,
develop new products, and optimize processes. However, as equipment
ages or undergoes wear and tear, it can become less efficient, less
reliable, and less safe. 

Refurbishing equipment can extend its lifespan, improve its performance,
reduce downtime, save money, and maintain safety standards. 

In this presentation, we will discuss our laboratory and pilot plant
equipment refurbishment services and the benefits they offer to
companies in need of equipment refurbishment.
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Refurbishing equipment can extend its lifespan by
restoring it to its original condition or upgrading it to meet
current standards. This means that companies can
continue to use their equipment for longer periods of time,
which can result in significant cost savings compared to
purchasing new equipment.

EXTEND LIFESPAN

Refurbishing equipment can improve its performance by
replacing worn or outdated parts, optimizing its design, or
upgrading its technology. This can result in increased
productivity, efficiency, and accuracy of laboratory and
pilot plant usage.

IMPROVE PERFORMANCE

Downtime can be costly for companies, especially those in
the research and development field where every minute
counts. Refurbishing equipment can reduce downtime by
minimizing the need for repairs or maintenance, improving
equipment reliability, and preventing equipment
breakdowns.

REDUCE DOWNTIME

Refurbishing equipment can save companies money by
avoiding the high costs of purchasing new equipment,
which can be particularly beneficial for small or medium-
sized companies. Refurbished equipment can also be a
more sustainable and environmentally friendly option
compared to buying new equipment.

SAVE MONEY

REFURBISHMENT IS IMPORTANT FOR SEVERAL REASONS

Refurbishing equipment can help ensure that laboratory and pilot plant equipment meets safety standards and regulations. This is
particularly important in industries where safety is a top priority, such as pharmaceuticals or chemical manufacturing.

MAINTAIN SAFETY STANDARDS 
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SUPPLIER ASSURANCE
The consistency in our supply is of utmost importance to us. We are
dedicated to delivering top-quality service, and we take great care in
treating each machine or equipment we receive as a distinct project that
requires a customized solution tailored to its intended purpose.

By opting for our refurbishment services, our customers obtain a high-
quality equipment such as a lab mixer or blender, that is both cost-
effective and reliable. Our refurbishment process ensures that the
equipment functions optimally, with the overall cost remaining
significantly lower than purchasing a new one. This approach provides
you with substantial benefits and cost savings, helping customers
maintain budgets and finances.As part of our services, we also provide our customers with the

option of a regular or Annual Service and Maintenance Agreement
for all refurbished equipment. This ensures that the equipment
continues to operate at optimal levels and remains available for
use within their facility. With this agreement in place, our customers
can be confident in the performance and reliability of their
equipment.

At Industris, we firmly believe that our customers are our top priority.
We highly value every interaction we have with them. Our organizational
culture is centered on fostering an environment of response, client
connection, and care. All our team members are fully committed to
upholding this culture.

SERVICE UNDERTAKING

COMPETITIVE COST

ANNUAL SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE

OUR VALUES
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OUR REFURBISHMENT
PROCESS

The refurbishment process includes several steps ( as shown below). Each step
is performed by trained and experienced technicians to ensure high-quality work.

EMPHASIS ON QUALITY CONTROL AND SAFETY: We follows strict quality
control and safety standards to ensure that all refurbished equipment meets or
exceeds the original equipment manufacturer's specifications.

OVERVIEW OF THE STEPS INVOLVED

1 2 3 4 5

ON-SITEON-SITE
ASSESSMENTASSESSMENT

INSPECTION, DIS-INSPECTION, DIS-
ASSEMBLY & CLEANINGASSEMBLY & CLEANING

REASSEMBLYREASSEMBLY   
& TESTING& TESTING

REPAIR ORREPAIR OR
REPLACEMENT OF PARTSREPLACEMENT OF PARTS
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COLLECTION/ DELIVERYCOLLECTION/ DELIVERY
OF EQUIPMENTOF EQUIPMENT



Experience and expertise in equipment refurbishment: As a team
of highly skilled technicians and engineers, we have over 40+ years
of extensive knowledge in the supply and maintenance of
equipment used in Pharmaceutical, Chemical, Biotechnology, Food,
Dairy & Medical industries.

Commitment to meeting customer needs and exceeding
expectations: We work closely with customers to understand their
specific needs and provide customized solutions that meet or
exceed their expectations.

We offer competitive pricing to accommodate different budgets
and financing needs.

WHY CHOOSE US?
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DISCLAIMER: 
Our services are intended to enhance the mechanical performance and
efficiency of your equipment, but we cannot guarantee or assume
responsibility for any electrical issues that may arise. 

Thank you for considering our services, and please do not hesitate to
contact us if you have any further questions or concerns.



WATER PURIFICATION SYSTEMS
Reverse osmosis systems |
Deionization systems |
Ultrafiltration systems etc.

NOTE: These are just a few examples of equipment types that can be refurbished. For all other equipment
types that are not listed please feel free to contact us directly on info@industris-co.com

TYPES OF EQUIPMENT WE SERVICE?

CENTRIFUGES
High-speed centrifuges | Ultracentrifuges |
Refrigerated centrifuges etc.

OVENS AND FURNACES
Muffle furnaces | Drying ovens |
Vacuum ovens | Forced air ovens
etc

MIXERS AND BLENDERS
Ribbon mixers | Paddle mixers | Planetary
mixers | V-blenders | Double cone blenders |
Z-Blade Mixer |Conical Mixers |Tumbler Mixers
| Rotational Mixers | Coating Pans etc.
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MECHANICAL RESTORATION & REFURBISHMENT

PUMPS AND VALVES
Diaphragm pumps | Peristaltic
pumps | Vacuum pumps | Solenoid
valves etc

REACTORS 
Batch reactors | Continuous reactors |
Pressure reactors | Glass-lined reactors etc.



CONCLUSION

In conclusion, laboratory and pilot plant equipment refurbishment is a critical aspect of maintaining efficient,
reliable, and safe operations in various industries. Through our laboratory and pilot plant equipment
refurbishment services, Industris CC is committed to helping companies extend the lifespan of their equipment,
improve its performance, reduce downtime, save money, and maintain safety standards. 

Our team of experienced engineers and technicians are dedicated to providing high-quality refurbishment
services that meet the unique needs and requirements of our clients. If you're interested in learning more about
our laboratory and pilot plant equipment refurbishment services, please don't hesitate to contact us. Thank you for
your time and consideration today.

CONNECT WITH US
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REFURBISHED UNITS
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OUR CONTACT

Phone : +27 10 312 5212

Website : https://industris-co.com

Email : info@industris-co.com

Address : 11 Wiek Street, 
Bardene, Boksburg 1549 GP, RSA
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THANK YOU!
For your interest in our company's services and for taking the

time to read our presentation.
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